A semi-cryptic teaser to lead you around some current tobacco issues and relevant websites. A good exercise for senior students (but note the warnings – there is some explicit/graphic content). The underlined words in the clues are hyperlinks in the crossword on the Tobacco Control website—click on them to find and check answers. Not all links will give you the answers—some will lead you to more links; others are just background. Anyway, don’t worry—the more you deal with the tobacco industry, the more familiar you’ll feel with, er...cryptic, cross words! (Ouch!)

Stafford Sanders, ASH Australia

---

**ACROSS**

1. 30-across has been out of our surname for too long! (7)
2. 30-across chiefs say, like possibly in slightly old-fashioned way, “Oh well, that’s . . ., but we need our profit!” (2,3,2)
3. Noisy 30-across promo wins big prize in France. (5,4)
4. Addict does it harder to make Lights heavy. (5,4)
5. Look at this (WARNING: graphic), then decide – like no realtor, however addled, whether the dangers of smoking are . . . (4,2,3)
6. Kind of answer too often given by politicians when asked whether they support 30-Across 1-Across. (3,2)
7. Adult male smoker’s organ less likely to. (WARNING: sexual reference) (7)
8. What person wants government to protect kids from 30-Across? (1,1,1)
9. Alien’s passive poison. (1,1,1)
10. Smoker’s body craved a shake-up. (7)
11. We shouldn’t do this to cigarette advertising targeting children! (5)
12. Sounds like a sick party! But most parties have been thus ungenerous with anti-tobacco funding. (9)
13. A fellow and another fellow make Tobacco Control editor. (7)
14. “A billion 30-across deaths this century? Only such a gloomy prognosticator would tip that!” But without more 1-Across, it’ll happen! (9)
15. The middle of 20-Across stands for our target.
16. Smoking rates may be falling like this work garment, but the worker wearing it is still especially at risk. (7)

**DOWN**

1. Top Batsman likes them, but advises his kids against it. (6)
2. Go inside grant application to find internet pipe shop (1,1,1)
3. Medium wave used by 30-across-funded American broadcaster before turning against sponsor (5)
4. Sharp lawyers in Australia established that 20-across could cause cancers in them. (8)
5. Such looseness helps 30-across thrive. (6)
6. Chronically caused by 30-across, though has remodelled Emmy shape. (9)
7. The tobacco industry is such a Commonwealth Employment Service’s backward loop of deceit. (8)
8. Jaudiced grimace perhaps caused by effect of smoking on teeth? (6,4)
9. A tobacco company can act as a “responsible business” – just as a wolf can . . . (3,2,1,4)
10. Pastoral rodents, er...who don’t smoke (sorry, a weak attempt at relevance!) (9)
11. 28-movie Hollywood megastar a Duke? No! Ugh! (8)
12. Opening this won’t remove 20-across – as 17-across and many others agree. (6)
13. Tributes of such sweet, colourful kind mean nothing unless we draw a line across the list! (6)
14. BAT confused with two directions, but can thus cook in its own juices! (5)
15. Yes, it may be a hard fight, but Christians might think “ . . . though I walk through the valley” etc. Others might just have to laugh! (3)

---

A pdf of this crossword with hyperlinked clues can be found on the Tobacco Control website.